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Best Practices for Farm to School and Early Care Coalition Development

December 2022

The following recommendations were developed by members of the Iowa Farm to School and Early Care 
Coalition’s Network Development strategy team in the winter of 2022 after two years of partnership and 
collaboration. With the understanding the coalition development and partnership is wholly dependent on 
community context, the following best practices are intended to serve as a broad guidance to enable 
deep, committed partnership in support of equitable food system work. Questions or requests for 
additional information can be sent to IowaF2SEC@gmail.com. 

2. Co-Create Processes for Shared Reporting 
Through a process of defining shared metrics and systems for data collection and evaluation, the 
coalition has successfully created and shared statewide a total of three annual Iowa Farm to school and 
Early Care Reports. These three reports are linked below, and follow a similar outline, detailing policy 
recommendations, statewide numbers, and collaborative projects. 

• 2021 - 2022 Annual Report
• 2020 - 2021 Annual Report
• 2019 - 2020 Annual Report

The impacts of having an annual report to share with partner organizations and legislators cannot be 
understated. With this resource, the coalition can track changes in funding, participation rates, evolving 
needs related to state and local policy, and share stories of challenge and success from the communities 
participating in Iowa Farm to School and Early Care. Prioritizing this coordinated evaluation across all 
projects, and for specific projects, is central to the functioning of this coalition and requires intentional, 
funded staff time. 

1. Maintain a Horizontal, Flexible Leadership Structure
At the outset of the establishment of the Iowa Farm to School and Early Care Coalition, partners 

determined it essential to keep leadership in-place across multiple organizations, for sustainability 
and accountability in decision-making. Three members from three separate organizations were 
nominated and oriented into the role of coalition chair. The coalition set a goal to maintain, ideally, 
three chairs, with the understanding that capacity can change over time. With this structure, all 
responsivities of the coalition chairs are shared across separate organizations, capacity is enhanced, 
and multiple perspectives are informed to guide high-level decision-making. 

mailto:IowaF2SEC@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H9BbGEm66qHGPgxSDwWpqBACU1dB6HZl/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ehoQB0wySgFa8Kn6WrxOtzBICybzks1P/view?usp=sharing
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/ffed/wp-content/uploads/FY19-20-Iowa-F2SEC-Annual-Report_FULL.pdf
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3. Build Trust Over Time 
It is understood in successful coalition-building work that relationships are built at the speed of trust, 
and that this process typically takes longer than anticipated. With this, the Iowa Farm to School and 
Early Care Coalition has taken intentional measures to embed relationship-building as a priority in how 
the group is convened. Creative opportunities for informal relationship building are matched by 
structured engagement opportunities to deepen trust, and as a result, partnerships. Some examples of 
structured relationship-building are detailed here: 

• Culturally relevant check-in questions and community agreements at every meeting

• Coalition Partnership Commitment Form: reviewed and signed annually by all coalition members, 
this form is an opportunity for all members to review the coalition’s shared values, mission, vision 
and expectations of membership. 

• Annual Coalition Member Survey: Annually in January, coalition co-chairs shared the Annual 
Coalition Member Survey to gauge feedback around members' year of coalition involvement. The 
results of this survey are used annually to define our strategic planning processes and upcoming 
shared plans of work. The outcomes from the 2022 Annual Coalition Member Survey (highest and 
lowest rated topics) are listed below. With this example, the coalition would dig-into conversation 
regarding the lowest rated topics and how to work through challenges, while celebrating the 
group’s highest rated topics as successes for the year. 

Highest Rated Topics Lowest Rated Topics

I really care about the future of Coalition 3.00 Interest is generally high 2.46
Processes used to define priorities and 
decision making

2.83 Follow through on the Coalition’s activities 2.67

Commitment of Coalition co-leads to the 
coalition

2.92 Efforts to promote collaborative action 2.67

Opportunities for Coalition members to 
take leadership roles

2.92
Clarity of the vision for where Coalition is 
going

2.67

Facilitation of Coalition meetings by co-
chairs

2.92
Commitment to build and sustain diverse 
membership

2.50

Meeting location (virtual for 2021) 2.92
Meeting length (3 hours including strategy 
team meeting)

2.25

Communication between Coalition co-
leads and members

3.00
Communication between Coalition and the 
Network

1.92
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4. Try New Things – backed by evaluation and celebration! 

Just like we support schools and early care sites to do, the Iowa Farm to School and Early Care 
Coalition is all about trying new things. Whether it be an unexpected partnership, pilot project, or 
collaborative learning opportunity, the members of this coalition appreciate the creativity that this 
sector of food system work embraces and the insights that can be gleaned from new experiences. One 
example is described here.

As the coalition has struggled to diversify coalition membership and grow deeper connections with the 
statewide network, new approaches were needed to successfully connect with new audiences. The 
coalition’s Local Food Procurement Strategy Team decided to launch a monthly “Buyer-Supplier Meet-
Up,” inviting local producers and school and early care food service staff to join a monthly Zoom 
meeting for a brief presentation and networking. These calls were hosted monthly for five months and 
very well attended, elevating the innovative work and partnerships growing across the state, and 
bringing communities in closer communication with the coalition. Similarly, the Coalition’s Food 
Education Strategy Team began hosting “Gardening with Kids: Virtual Meet-Ups,” as a follow-up to the 
procurement-centered meetings. Evaluation of these projects will take place later in 2023, and work to 
inform the next iteration of opportunities to engage the network, with partner input and feedback 
guiding the way.

5. Center Racial Equity in Decision Making

Working at the intersection of education and food in an increasingly demographically diverse state, the 
coalition identifies equity as a core value that needs ongoing assessment. The coalition has been 
working to adopt a racial equity framework to analyze and shift decision-making through network 
development, program implementation and policy education, and is actively working to diversify the 
group’s largely white, state agency-led membership.

The coalition has been contracting with the Institute for Public Health Innovation (IPHI), a racial equity 
consulting organization, to guide the operationalization of racial equity within the coalition’s systems 
of governance from 2020-2022. In 2020, coalition members participated in discussion and training 
regarding racial and social equity at all coalition meetings. The coalition adopted a consent-based 
decision-making framework, which is described in detail on page 3 of the Coalition Charter (linked 
here). In addition, the coalition is centering processes for community engagement and assessing 
power, and now uses a DEI assessment for conference and event planning.

https://www.institutephi.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XbWalUC3KaMYcVSMaMfiQCb6gT7m-x82/view?usp=sharing

